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Cambridge IGCSE First Language English Study
and Revision Guide 3rd edition - John Reynolds
2019-09-16
Send students into their exam with the
confidence to achieve their maximum potential
using step-by-step guidance that helps to
practise skills learned and improve exam
technique. - Avoid common errors with example
student answers and structured feedback on
how to gain full marks - Build students' skills
constructing and writing answers with a range
of practice and exam-style questions - Easily
identify areas for improvement with the answers
in the back of the book - Help students target
their revision and focus on important concepts
and skills with key objectives at the beginning of
every chapter - Ensure that students maximise
their time in the exam by including examiner's
tips and suggestions on how to approach
questions This Study and Revision Guide has
been updated for the latest syllabus for
examination from 2020. This title has not been
through the Cambridge Assessment
International Education endorsement process.
Available in this series: Student Textbook Fourth
edition (ISBN 9781510421318) Student
eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420281) Whiteboard
eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420298) Workbook
(ISBN 9781510421325) Online Teacher's Guide
(ISBN 9781510424159) Study and Revision
Guide (ISBN 9781510421349)
Success International English Skills for
IGCSE Teacher's Book - Marian Barry
2010-02-04
"Endorsed by University of Cambridge

international examinations"--Cover.
Songs of Ourselves - Cambridge International
Examinations 2005-06-24
Songs of Ourselves: the University of Cambridge
International Examinations Anthology of Poetry
in English contains work by more than 100 poets
from all parts of the English speaking world.
The Slightly Awesome Teacher - Dominic
Salles 2016
Most books on teaching ask teachers to be
inspirational, to operate at 100 miles an hour
with creativity oozing out of every pore. Dominic
Salles says that's unsustainable. But you can get
brilliant results using some simple practices
taken from the myriad of educational research
on classroom practices. It isn't a guide to all the
extra stuff you should do to become cool and
awesome. It is a book that will get you to forget
about teaching and think about learning:
another way of saying, it will help you to stop
stressing about what you do, and get the
students to work harder and smarter at what
they do. Dominic Salles believes that every
teacher can be slightly awesome. And here he
shows you how.
Cambridge IGCSE® English as a Second
Language Exam Preparation and Practice
with Audio CDs (2) - Katia Carter 2017-11-09
This book supports students preparing for
Cambridge International Examinations IGCSE
English as a Second Language (0510 / 0511 /
0991). The full-colour exam preparation and
practice book contains four guided practice
tests, audio and video to build confidence ready
for the revised exam from 2019. It takes an
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active learning approach with a test-teach-test
methodology. This encourages students to think
about how they are developing language skills,
helping them progress. Full sample answers
with examiner comments and grades are
included to help students understand what is
required in the writing and speaking exams. This
is part of the Cambridge IGCSE ESL toolbox of
resources - the widest choice of resources for
this qualification.
Language Awareness in Teaching - Timothy
Chadwick 2012-04-05
A collaborative series with the University of
Cambridge Faculty of Education highlighting
leading-edge research across Teacher
Education, International Education Reform and
Language Education. Produced with University
of Cambridge International Examinations, the
Toolkit helps teachers to develop language
awareness to support their students with the
academic language they need to be successful in
subjects taught through English. With reflective
questions and activities, it can be used either for
self-study or in training modules. Useful for both
content and English language teachers, it is
aimed primarily at those who teach students for
whom English is not their first language - for
example as part of a bilingual or CLIL
programme or in an international Englishmedium school.
Cambridge IGCSE First Language English
4th edition - John Reynolds 2018-04-16
Exam board: Cambridge Assessment
International Education Level: IGCSE Subject:
English First teaching: September 2018 First
exams: Summer 2020 This title is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education
to support the full syllabus for examination from
2020. Inspire students with a new theme-based
approach while supporting them with practical
advice and accessible explanations; ensure full
coverage of the latest Cambridge IGCSE First
Language English syllabus (0500/0990) with a
fully updated Student's Book, written by an
experienced author and examiner. - Motivate
students with engaging themes such as travel
and exploration and people and community. Develop reading comprehension, analysis and
evaluation with a variety of text types and
genres, plus annotations to aid understanding. Improve writing skills with model responses and

teacher commentary, and establish a strong
background in spelling, punctuation and
grammar. - Expand communication skills with
advice on holding presentations and responding
to questions confidently. - Consolidate learning
with activities and study tips, as well as extra
questions, practice tests and answers to selected
questions online. Available in this series:
Student Textbook Fourth edition (ISBN
9781510421318) Workbook (ISBN
9781510421325) Study and Revision Guide
(ISBN 9781510421349)
Practice Tests for Igcse English As a S Marian Barry 2006-04
Cambridge IGCSE® English as a Second
Language Teacher's Book - Peter Lucantoni
2015-01-29
Cambridge IGCSE® English as a Second
Language Teacher's Book is part of the series of
resources which supports teachers and students
through studying for the Cambridge IGCSE® or
equivalent courses and accompanies the
Cambridge IGCSE® English as a Second
Language Coursebook and Workbook. The series
is written by an experienced ESL teacher and
trainer, and includes answers to all of the
exercises in the Coursebook and Workbook. It
features Top Tips to help teachers with the
course and Differentiated Activities to stretch
able students while supporting those that need
more help.
Recycling Your English with Removable Key Clare West 2010-02-04
A series of four books that provide extensive
guidance and English practice in key areas of
the language. Recycling Your English: Fourth
Edition provides extensive guidance and practice
in five key areas of language: Grammar; Phrasal
verbs; Vocabulary; Word study and Writing. This
popular book has been revised throughout to
take account of recent revisions to the FCE
syllabus, and has been expanded to include a
new Writing unit on Reviews. It can be used to
supplement any coursebook at upperintermediate level, in class or for self-study, and
is suitable for students preparing for the
Cambridge FCE or IGCSE in English as a Second
Language examinations.
Success International English Skills for
Cambridge IGCSE® Teacher's Book with Audio
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CD - Marian Barry 2015-05-14
The Success International series offers a
practical approach to language learning and
support. Success International English Skills for
Cambridge IGCSE® Teacher's Book offers
teachers tips and advice for preparation for the
Cambridge IGCSE® in English as a Second
Language. The series has been fully updated in
line with the revised syllabus updates, including
a new text design, making the course appealing
and exciting. The series provides stimulating
topics, international perspectives and relevant
examples to encourage students to explore and
improve their use of English. Answers to both
the Student's Book and the Workbook are
available in the Teacher's Book. Audio CD for
listening activities included in Teacher's Book.
Practice Tests for IGCSE English as a
Second Language: Listening and Speaking
Book 1 with Key - Marian Barry 2010-02-04
The tests will help familiarise students with the
format and requirements of the Reading and
Writing/Listening and Speaking papers. The
With Key edition includes the complete
tapescripts and answers for the listening papers,
and full examiner's notes for the oral tests. It
also contains four exam format practice tests for
each of Paper 3, 4 and 5 of the Cambridge
IGCSE English as a Second Language (Core and
Extended Levels).
Cambridge IGCSE® English as a Second
Language Coursebook - Peter Lucantoni
2017-02-02
Supports students studying for Cambridge
IGCSE® English as a Second Language (ESL).
This fully updated print Coursebook is designed
to support students studying for Cambridge
International Examinations IGCSE® English as a
Second Language syllabus (0510/0511/0991) for
examination in 2019. With carefully scaffolded
content, this easy to navigate coursebook has a
language focus in each unit and offers new word
and top tips. Each unit is themed and takes an
integrated skills approach while emphasising a
core skill. At the end of each chapter students
can reflect and develop on what they have
learnt, all to help build students' language skills
and confidence in English as the course
progresses.
Cambridge IGCSE® Core English as a Second
Language Teacher's Book - Katia Carter

2015-05-21
The Cambridge Core IGCSE® English as a
Second Language series helps Core level
students perform to the best of their ability.
Practice Tests for IGCSE English as a Second
Language Book 2, With Key - Marian Barry
2010-09-13
The tests will help familiarise students with the
format and requirements of the Reading and
Writing/Listening and Speaking papers. This
book contains exam-format practice tests for
Papers 4 and 5 of the Cambridge IGCSE in
English as a Second Language. It includes four
Extended-level listening practice tests and
twenty oral (speaking) test tasks. The tests will
help build confidence and develop exam
techniques by familiarising students with the
format of the Listening and Oral papers, and
with the kinds of topics and exercises they will
encounter. The material is also suitable for nonexam students at intermediate to upperintermediate level. The With Key edition
includes the complete audio scripts and answers
for the listening tests, and oral examiners notes.
Practice Tests for IGCSE English as a Second
Language Reading and Writing Book 1 - Marian
Barry 2010-02-04
The tests will help familiarise students with the
format and requirements of the Reading and
Writing/Listening and Speaking papers. Book 1
contains one test for Paper 1 (Core level) and
three tests for Paper 2 (Extended level) in
Reading and Writing of the Cambridge IGCSE
English as a Second Language. All the authors
are experienced examiners with in-depth
knowledge of the examination.
A Passage To Africa - George Alagiah
2008-09-04
As a five-year-old, George Alagiah emigrated
with his family to Ghana - the first African
country to attain independence from the British
Empire. A PASSAGE TO AFRICA is Alagiah's
shattering catalogue of atrocities crafted into a
portrait of Africa that is infused with hope,
insight and outrage. In vivid and evocative prose
and with a fine eye for detail Alagiah's viewpoint
is spiked with the freshness of the young George
on his arrival in Ghana, the wonder with which
he recounts his first impressions of Africa and
the affection with which he dresses his stories of
his early family life. A sense of possibility
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lingers, even though the book is full of
uncomfortable truths. It is a book neatly
balanced on his integrity and sense of obligation
in his role as a writer and reporter. The shock of
recognition is always there, but it is the personal
element that gives A PASSAGE TO AFRICA its
originality. Africa becomes not only a group of
nations or a vast continent, but an epic of
individual pride and suffering.
Cambridge IGCSE English as a Second
Language - Daphne Paizee 2022-05-23
This title is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment
International Education to support the full
syllabus for examination from 2024. Confidently
navigate the new Cambridge IGCSE English as a
Second Language syllabus with an allencompassing course companion; expertly
formulated to ensure students develop practical
language skills and key cultural knowledge with
the support of real-world, internationally focused
guidance. - Easily plan and progress through the
course with a logical, unit-by-unit approach
written by a trusted team of highly experienced
authors. - Encourage meaningful engagement
through stimulating project-based tasks and a
visual, global presentation of themes to help
students familiarise themselves with concepts. Practise, perfect, and assess essential practical
language skills with thematically relevant
reading, writing, speaking, listening, and
grammatical tasks across each unit. - Support
the needs of all students on the course with
activities of varying difficulty levels including
discussion-based tasks and challenging activities
to help build confidence. - Consolidate learning
and provide opportunities for students to
independently review progress using the clearly
structured unit introductions and end-of-unit
'Reflection' activities.
Cambridge IGCSE English First Language
Study and Revision Guide - John Reynolds
2017-05-08
Providing guidance that helps students practice
and troubleshoot their exam technique,these
books send them into their exam with the
confidence to aim for the best grades. - Enables
students to avoid common misconceptions and
mistakes by highlighting them throughout Builds students' skills constructing and writing
answers as they progress through a range of
practice questions - Allows students to mark

their own responses and easily identify areas for
improvement using the answers in the back of
the book - Helps students target their revision
and focus on important concepts and skills with
key objectives at the beginning of every chapter
- Ensures that students maximise their time in
the exam by including examiner's tops and
suggestions on how to approach the questions
This title has not been through the Cambridge
International Examinations endorsement
process.
Sweet - Yotam Ottolenghi 2017-10-03
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A collection
of over 110 recipes for sweets, baked goods, and
confections from superstar chef Yotam
Ottolenghi, thoroughly tested and updated.
Yotam Ottolenghi is widely beloved in the food
world for his beautiful, inspirational, and awardwinning cookbooks, as well as his London delis
and fine dining restaurant. And while he's known
for his savory and vegetarian dishes, he actually
started out his cooking career as a pastry chef.
Sweet is entirely filled with delicious baked
goods, desserts, and confections starring
Ottolenghi's signature flavor profiles and
ingredients including fig, rose petal, saffron,
orange blossom, star anise, pistachio, almond,
cardamom, and cinnamon. A baker's dream,
Sweet features simple treats such as Chocolate,
Banana, and Pecan cookies and Rosemary Olive
Oil Orange Cake, alongside recipes for
showstopping confections such as Cinnamon
Pavlova with Praline Cream and Fresh Figs and
Flourless Chocolate Layer Cake with Coffee,
Walnut, and Rosewater. • Finalist for the 2018
James Beard Foundation Book Awards for
"Baking and Desserts" and "Photography"
categories • Finalist for the 2018 International
Association of Culinary Professionals (IACP)
Cookbook Award for "Baking" category
Cambridge IGCSE English as a Second
Language Coursebook with Audio CD - Peter
Lucantoni 2014-07-24
Cambridge IGCSE® English as a Second
Language, Fourth edition matches the
requirements of the revised University of
Cambridge International Examinations 0510 and
0511 syllabus. The series is written by an
experienced IGCSE teacher and trainer and is
endorsed by Cambridge International
Examinations. Together with the Workbook (sold
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separately), this Coursebook is an exampreparation course, offering clear, practical
support for students. The units utilise a diverse
range of topical stimulus material to enliven the
subject. They also include imaginative activities
and exam tips, designed to build confidence and
develop the skills needed to succeed. Audio CD
is included for listening activities.
Cambridge IGCSE English as a second language
- John Reynolds 2014-10-31
Endorsed by Cambridge International
Examinations An easy and cost-effective way to
teach both the speaking and listening
components. This title has been written for the
latest Cambridge IGCSE English as a Second
Language (0510 and 0511) syllabuses. Prepares students for their exams with a focus
on assessed language features, such as
inference, opinion and attitude - Develops
language abilities at an appropriate pace.
Cambridge IGCSE English First Language
3ed + CD - John Reynolds 2014-12-26
Endorsed for the latest (2015) syllabus to help
your students prepare for their examination and
enhance their enjoyment of English. This title
has been written for the latest Cambridge IGCSE
First Language English (0500 and 0522)
syllabuses, for first teaching from 2013 and
examinations from 2015, - Develops the skills
necessary to become a better reader and writer Offers detailed advice and preparation for the
examination - Teaches skills for successful
writing of essays and coursework assignment
Edexcel International GCSE English as a
Second Language Practice Tests Reading
and Writing - Alison Walford 2011-05-26
Designed to mirror the 2011 exam format, this
book is an essential study tool for the Edexcel
IGCSE in English as a Second Language. This
indispensable book contains four complete
practice tests to help students prepare for Paper
1: Reading and Writing of the Edexcel (London
Examinations) IGCSE in English as a Second
Language. Endorsed by Edexcel, this book is an
essential study tool which provides: key
information about the examination; completely
up-to-date exam-style questions tailored to the
2011 Edexcel IGCSE specification and exam
paper format; specific advice for students on
how to approach each part of Paper 1; and a
wide range of stimulating texts and contexts

selected to appeal to IGCSE students.
Practice Tests for IGCSE English as a Second
Language: Reading and Writing Book 2 - Marian
Barry 2010-02-04
The tests will help familiarise students with the
format and requirements of the Reading and
Writing/Listening and Speaking papers. Book 2
contains four further Extended-level tests. The
tests will help familiarise students with the
format and requirements of the Reading and
Writing papers. Teachers will find them a
valuable source of stimulating practice material
which will engage the interest of students at this
level, particularly those preparing for academic
study. The material is also recommended for use
with non-exam students at intermediate to
upper-intermediate level.
Practice Tests for IGCSE English as a
Second Language: Reading and Writing
Book 2, with Key - Marian Barry 2010-02-04
The tests will help familiarise students with the
format and requirements of the Reading and
Writing/Listening and Speaking papers. Book 2
contains four further Extended-level tests. The
tests will help familiarise students with the
format and requirements of the Reading and
Writing papers. Teachers will find them a
valuable source of stimulating practice material
which will engage the interest of students at this
level, particularly those preparing for academic
study. The material is also recommended for use
with non-exam students at intermediate to
upper-intermediate level. Model summaries and
compositions are included in this With Key
edition.
Notes from a Small Island - Bill Bryson
2015-06-02
Before New York Times bestselling author Bill
Bryson wrote The Road to Little Dribbling, he
took this delightfully irreverent jaunt around the
unparalleled floating nation of Great Britain,
which has produced zebra crossings,
Shakespeare, Twiggie Winkie’s Farm, and places
with names like Farleigh Wallop and Titsey.
Cambridge IGCSE® Introduction to English as a
Second Language Teacher's Book - Peter
Lucantoni 2014-10-09
Introduction to English as a Second Language
Teacher's Book is part of the series of resources
which bring students to a level where they are
ready to study Cambridge IGCSE® or equivalent
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courses. The series is written by an experienced
ESL teacher and trainer. This Teacher's Book
accompanies the Introduction to English as a
Second Language Coursebook and Workbook.
The book includes answers to all of the exercises
in the Coursebook, Top Tips to help teachers
with the course, and Differentiated Activities to
stretch able students while supporting those that
need more help.
Student Guide - Athena Critical Guides
2020-08-11
Athena GCSE Guide to Edexcel IGCSE English
Language A Paper 1Guide includes Activities
with Suggested Answers and Detailed Notes on
Anthology Texts. This Study Guide is intended to
support learners who are taking an IGCSE
qualification in English Language following the
Edexcel IGCSE English Language Specification
A (4EA1), with a particular focus on the skills
required for Paper 1 (4EA1/01): Paper 1: NonFiction Texts and Paper 1: Transactional
Writing.This IGCSE Guide is designed to help
the learner explore the non-fiction anthology
texts from the Edexcel IGCSE English Language
Anthology, as well as develop responses to
unseen non-fiction texts. This Study Guide
focuses on Non-Fiction Reading and Writing,
using non-fiction texts from 20th and 21st
century sources. Throughout the guide, reading
and writing tasks are provided to support
revision. A glossary of key terms is also
provided. This IGCSE Guide will support
exploration and understanding of the ways in
which writers use informative and persuasive
techniques to capture the interest of readers.
This guide will help the learner demonstrate
their own writing skills in a response to a variety
of Transactional Writing prompts and tasks. This
Study Guide will also help to lay a sound
foundation for those who go on to study English
at Advanced level, as well as appeal to those
who are interested in developing their general
literacy
Cambridge IGCSE First Language Coursebook Marian Cox 2009-12-17
Written specifically for the Cambridge syllabus,
this updated series provides clear and practical
support for students and teachers. Cambridge
IGCSE First Language English, Third edition has
been written specifically for the University of
Cambridge International Examinations syllabus.

Written by a highly experienced and well-known
author, this new and updated coursebook
includes clear, practical support for students, a
diverse range of topical stimulus material to
enliven the subject, imaginative activities and
exam tips that build confidence and develop the
skills needed to succeed in the examination.
Cambridge IGCSE English as a Second
Language Exam Preparation Guide - Peter
Lucantoni 2010-11-18
Provides extra guidance and practice for both
Core and Extended students in Papers 1 and 2
(Reading and Writing). The Cambridge IGCSE
English as a Second Language Exam Preparation
Guide: Reading and Writing provides extra
guidance and practice in each of the seven
examination exercises for both Core and
Extended students in Papers 1 and 2 (Reading
and Writing), and can be used independently, or
alongside other IGCSE English as a Second
Language coursebooks. The guide is divided into
five units, with each one focussing on one or
more different exam exercises. The contents
include: what the exam exercises look like; what
you need to remember; guidance on answering
the questions; student answers with examiner
comments; exam-style practice questions.
Acing Writing in IGCSE English as a Second
Language 0510 - Dorothy Lung 101-01-01
This study guide contains 26 model answers
each to past years’ Exercises 4, 5 and 6 of Paper
2 of the IGCSE English as a Second Language
(0510) exam. The curated collection of
summaries, emails and articles is aimed at
guiding students to write well-structured and
concise answers, communicate ideas clearly and
concisely as well as discover techniques
essential in writing confidently within the
prescribed word and time limits. Short notes and
tips for writing summaries, emails/letters and
articles/reports are also provided.
Success International English Skills for IGCSE
Student's Book - Marian Barry 2010-02-04
Offers complete in-depth preparation for the
Cambridge IGCSE® in English as a Second
Language examination. The revised edition of
this highly successful course offers complete
preparation for all papers of the Cambridge
IGCSE® in English as a Second Language
examination. The book is endorsed by
Cambridge for use with the revised syllabus. Key
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features include: stimulating topics,
international in perspective and relevant to
IGCSE students educational needs and interests;
step-by-step development of the four skills to
build confidence and competence; particular
attention to developing a mature writing style
with a focus on tone, register and audience
awareness; exercises in grammar, vocabulary
and spelling.
Practice Tests for IGCSE English as a Second
Language: Reading and Writing Book 1, with
Key - Marian Barry 2010-02-04
The tests will help familiarise students with the
format and requirements of the Reading and
Writing/Listening and Speaking papers. Book 1
With Key contains one test for Paper 1 (Core
level) and three tests for Paper 2 (Extended
level) in Reading and Writing of the Cambridge
IGCSE English as a Second Language. All the
authors are experienced examiners with in-depth
knowledge of the examination. Model summaries
and compositions are included in this edition.
Chinese Cinderella - Adeline Yen Mah
2009-05-06
More than 800,000 copies in print! From the
author of critically acclaimed and bestselling
memoir Falling Leaves, this is a poignant and
moving true account of her childhood, growing
up as an unloved daughter in 1940s China. A
Chinese proverb says, "Falling leaves return to
their roots." In her own courageous voice,
Adeline Yen Mah returns to her roots to tell the
story of her painful childhood and her ultimate
triumph in the face of despair. Adeline's affluent,
powerful family considers her bad luck after her
mother dies giving birth to her, and life does not
get any easier when her father remarries.
Adeline and her siblings are subjected to the
disdain of her stepmother, while her stepbrother
and stepsister are spoiled with gifts and
attention. Although Adeline wins prizes at
school, they are not enough to compensate for
what she really yearns for -- the love and
understanding of her family. Like the classic
Cinderella story, this powerful memoir is a
moving story of resilience and hope. Includes an
Author's Note, a 6-page photo insert, a historical
note, and the Chinese text of the original
Chinese Cinderella. A PW BEST BOOK OF THE
YEAR AN ALA-YALSA BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG
ADULTS “One of the most inspiring books I have

ever read.” –The Guardian
Student Guide - Athena Critical Guides
2020-08-26
Athena GCSE Guide to Edexcel IGCSE English
Language A Paper 2 Guide includes Activities
with Suggested Answers and Detailed Notes on
Anthology Texts. This Study Guide is intended to
support learners who are taking an IGCSE
qualification in English Language following the
Edexcel IGCSE English Language Specification
A (4EA1), with a particular focus on the skills
required for Paper 2 (4EA1/02): Paper 2: Poetry
and Prose Texts and Paper 2: Imaginative
Writing. This IGCSE Guide is designed to help
the learner explore the poetry and prose fiction
anthology texts from the Edexcel IGCSE English
Language Anthology. This Study Guide also
explores a range of narrative techniques which
can support Imaginative Writing, using nonfiction texts from 19th, 20th and 21st century
sources. Throughout the guide, reading and
writing tasks are provided to support revision. A
glossary of key terms is also provided. This
IGCSE Guide will support exploration and
understanding of the ways in which writers use
literary techniques to capture the interest of
readers in poetry and prose fiction texts. This
guide will help the learner demonstrate their
own writing skills in a response to a variety of
Imaginative Writing prompts and tasks. The
learner will be supported in the development of
imaginative, effective and accurate writing. This
Study Guide will also help to lay a sound
foundation for those who go on to study English
at Advanced level, as well as appeal to those
who are interested in developing their general
literacy.
The A–Z of Cambridge Igcse English Language Akanksha Madan 2018-10-11
If you’re tired of studying from vague textbooks
and average online resources, then this concise,
crisp guide to achieving excellence in Cambridge
IGCSE First Language English is the answer to
your problems. This comprehensive guide
includes: - Key foundation concepts for success Tasks to develop ‘independent learning’ skills - A
step-by-step process to each exam component,
including the keys to success, structure, and
phrases to use for: Comprehension Task
Persuasive Writing - Letter, Report, Journal,
Speech, Interview, Newspaper, Article Language
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our many years' experience in HSK and GCSE
teaching. We also give HSK level classifications
which will give you a cross reference for your
Chinese standard. The vocabularies are
classified into following 12 categories then
ranked according HSK levels.1 名词 míngcí Noun 2
动词dòngcí Verb 3 形容词xíngróngcí Adjective 4 代
词dàicí Pronouns 5 数词shù cí Numeral 6 量词liàngcí
Classifier; Measure Word (MW) 7 副词fùcí Adverb
8 连词liáncí Conjunction 9 介词jiècí Preposition 10 助
词 zhùcí Particle 11 叹词tàn cí Interjection 12 象声
词xiàngshēngcí onomatopoeia Many students call
it "LIFE SAVING" for their exam. The book give
a quick revision for your coming exam! Grab it!
Thanks for your support for us creating better
contents for you!
Cambridge IGCSE® First Language English
Coursebook - Marian Cox 2018-05-17
Fully updated, flexible resources taking an
active-learning approach that encourages
students to aim higher in the 0500, 0524 and
0990 syllabuses. With travel writing, magazine
articles, blogs and extracts from writers such as
Roald Dahl and D. H. Lawrence, this coursebook
helps students develop their English Language
skills through an active, communicative
approach. The first unit in each part covers text
analysis, summary writing and note-taking. The
second deals with directed writing and the third
looks at descriptive and narrative composition
and includes suggestions for coursework topics
if your school follows this pathway. Suggested
answers to coursebook questions are included in
the teacher's book.
Cambridge IGCSE(TM) First Language
English Exam Preparation and Practice Marian Cox 2019-02-28
5 full tests fully aligned with the revised
Cambridge IGCSE First Language English 2020
syllabus. Ideal for use in the final year of the
Cambridge IGCSE First Language English
course, this book provides scaffolded support for
students approaching the examination. The book
contains five full examination papers organised
by task type, accompanied by model and sample
responses, mark schemes, examiner grades and
comments, learning and exam strategy training,
and examiner tips.

Task (Writer’s Effect) Summary and NoteMaking Argumentative and Discursive Writing
Descriptive and Narrative Writing - Over 20
sample answers! This book won’t just help you
learn—it will help you be the A* student you’ve
been longing to be. “Akanksha’s method is
immaculate – the resource is accessible to all
levels and aptitudes of students” – Harsha
Malaney, Curriculum Consultant, Billabong
Schools “ This book is an invaluable cache of
interesting observations. It is an A* effort, by an
A* student with all the ingredients and simple
tips to get an A*.” – Sanjoy Bhattacharjee, Head
of Faculty – English, Aditya Birla World Academy
Cambridge IGCSE Chinese Foreign
Language (0547-22) Intensive Reading
Revision - David Yao 2020-11-17
Cambridge IGCSE Mandarin Chinese - Foreign
Language (0547)This syllabus is designed for
learners who are learning Mandarin Chinese as
a foreign language. The aim is to develop an
ability to use the language effectively for
practical communication. The course is based on
the linked language skills of listening, reading,
speaking and writing, and these are built on as
learners progress through their studies.The
syllabus also aims to offer insights into the
culture of countries where Mandarin Chinese is
spoken, thus encouraging positive attitudes
towards language learning and towards
speakers of other languages.SyllabusesPaper 1
Listening Approximately 35 minutes Candidates
listen to a number of recordings and answer
multiple-choice and matching questions. Paper 2
Reading 1 hour 15 minutes Candidates read a
number of texts and answer multiple-choice and
matching questions as well as questions
requiring short answers. Paper 3 Speaking
Approximately 10 minutes Candidates complete
one role play and conversations on two topics.
Paper 4 1 hour 15 minutes Candidates complete
one form-filling task, one directed writing task
and one task in the format of an email/letter or
article/blog.Cambridge IGCSE Mandarin
Chinese - Foreign Language (0547) Vocabulary
by referring to HSK 4 (New)There are total 1200
vocabularies with the possible Best English
Translation for your better understanding with
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